
HOUSE No. 4980
By Mr. Rosenberg of Amherst, petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg,

Robert A. Durand, Barbara A. Gardner, Steven Angelo and another
relative to the licensing of persons collecting and recycling waste tires.
Natural Resources and Agriculture.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Seven

An Act concerning the collection and recycling of waste tires.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Chapter sixteen of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by adding at its end the following new caption and
3 sections.

3

5 Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, when used in this
6 subchapter, the following words and phrases shall have the
7 following meanings;
8 “Collection site,” a permitted site, or a site exempted from
9 permit, used for the storage of waste tires.

10 “Commissioner,” the commissioner of the department.
11 “Department,” The department of environmental quality
12 engineering.
13 “Person,” any agency or political subdivision of the federal
14 government or the commonwealth, any state, public or private
15 corporation or authority, individual, trust, firm, joint stock
16 company, partnership, association, or other entity, and any
17 officer, employee or agent of said person, and any group of said
18 persons.
19 “Processing,” producing or manufacturing usable materials,
20 including fuel, from waste tires including necessary incidental
21 temporary storage activity.

4 Section 25. Definitions.
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22 “Tire,” a pneumatic tire or solid tire for motor vehicles.
23 “Tire collector,” a person who owns or operates a site used for
24 the storage, collection, or deposit of more than 50 waste tires.
25 “Tire dump,” an establishment, site or place of business without
26 a required tire collector or tire processor permit that is maintained,
27 operated, used, or allowed to be used for storing, keeping, or
28 depositing unprocessed waste tires.
29 “Tire processor,” a person engaged in the processing of waste
30 tires.
31 “Waste tire,” a tire that is no longer suitable for its original
32 intended purpose because of wear, damage, or defect.
33 Section 26. Permit; Tire Collectors, Processors.
34 (a) Permit required. A tire collector or tire processor with more
35 than 500 waste tires shall obtain a permit from the department
36 unless exempted in paragraph b. The department may by rule
37 require tire collectors or tire processors with less than 500 waste
38 tires to obtain permits unless exempted by paragraph b.
39 (b) Exemptions. A permit is not required for:
40 (A) a retail tire seller for the retail selling site if no more than
41 500 waste tires are kept on the business premises;
42 (B) an owner or operator of a tire retreading business for the
43 business site if no more than 3,000 waste tires are kept on the
44 business premises;
45 (C) an owner or operator of a business who, in the ordinary
46 course of business, removes tires from motor vehicles if no more
47 than 500 waste tires are kept on the business premises;
48 (D) a permitted landfill operator with less than 10,000 waste
49 tires stored above ground at the permitted site; or
50 (E) a person using waste tires for agricultural purpose if the
51 waste tires are kept on the site of use.
52 (c) Local authority. The issuance of a permit does not replace
53 a permit or license otherwise required by law.
54 (d) Permit fee. The revenue from permit fees shall be credited
55 to the general fund.
56 Section 27. Land disposal prohibited
57 The disposal of waste tires in the land is prohibited after
58 January I, 1991. This does not prohibit the storage of unprocessed
59 waste tires at a collection or processing facility.
60 Section 28. Waste tire nuisance; abatement.
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(a) Nuisance. A tire dump unreasonably endangers the health,
safety, and comfort ofindividuals and the public and is a nuisance.

61
62

(b) Abatement. The department may abate a nuisance by
processing and removing the tires. Before taking any action to
abate a nuisance, the department shall give notice to the tire
collector responsible for the nuisance that the tires to be processed
and removed constitute a nuisance and demand that the tires be
removed, or that the tires be shredded or chipped and removed,
within a specified period. Failure of the tire collector to take the
required action within the specified period shall result in the
issuance of a department order to abate the nuisance. The
abatement order may include entering the property where the
nuisance is located, taking tires into public custody, and providing
for their processing and removal. The department order may be
enforced pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 30.

63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76 (c) Recovery of expenses. Any reasonable and necessary

expenses incurred by the department for abatement costs, and
administrative and legal expenses, may be recovered in a civil
action against any tire collector responsible for the nuisance. The
department’s certification of expenses shall be prima facie
evidence that the expenses are reasonable and necessary.

77
78
79
80
81
82 (d) Other abatement. This section does not change the existing

authority of a person or political subdivision to abate a tire dump
nuisance. The department may reimburse a person or political
subdivision for the costs of abatement.

83
84
85
86 Section 29. Waste Tire Collection.
87 (a) Purpose. Money appropriated to the department for waste

tire collection may be spent for elimination of health and safety
hazards of tire dumps and collection sites, tire dump abatement,
collection, and clean up of waste tires.

88
89
90
91 *(b) Priorities for spending. The department shall apply the

following criteria to establish priorities;92
93 (A) tire dumps, or collection sites determined by the

department to contain more than 1,000,000 tires;94
95 (B) abatement of fire hazard nuisances;
96 (C) abatement of nuisance in densely populated areas; and
97 (D) collection and clean up of waste tires including abatement

of tire dumps.98
99 (c) Contracts with local communities or regional refuse
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100 management districts. The department may contract with local
101 communities or regional refuse management districts for the
102 abatement of waste tire nuisances.
103 Section 30. Rules.
104 Rules. The department shall adopt rules for administration of
105 waste tire collector and processor permits, waste tire nuisance
106 abatement, and waste tire collection.

1 SECTION 2. There is hereby established a Technical Solid
2 Waste Management Task Force, to consist of the secretary of
3 environmental affairs or his designee, the secretary of energy or
4 his designee, the commissioner of environmental management or
5 his designee, the commissioner of environmental quality
6 engineering or his designee, the director of the bureau of solid
7 waste disposal, and six persons appointed by the secretary of
8 environmental affairs, two of whom shall be representatives of
9 statewide environmental public interest groups, two of whom shall

10 be representatives of the solid waste disposal industry, and two
i 1 of whom shall be representatives of municipal government. The
12 task force shall investigate and study existing law, resources, and
13 publicly and privately operated programs as they relate to the safe
14 collection and disposal of waste tires in the Commonwealth and
15 develop recommendations on how the Commonwealth can assure
16 the collection and disposal of waste tires in a manner that best
17 protects human health and the environment. The Task Force shall
18 oversee a study conducted by the Bureau of Solid Waste Disposal.
19 Issues to be studied by the Task Force include, but are not limited
20 to, the following:
21 (a) Collection and compilation of data on
22 (A) The number and geographical distribution of waste tires
23 generated, collected, stored, recycled, and disposed of in tire
24 dumps, landfills, incinerators, facilities and other types of
25 processing facilities;
26 (B) The number and geographical distribution of waste tire

27 collection, dump, storage, recycling, processing and other disposal
28 facilities and sites;
29 (b) The feasibility of developing a statewide waste tire
30 collection, transportation, recycling, and processing system,
31 including the following;
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32 (A) The optimum location of tire collection sites, balancing the
need for nearby tire recovery sites against the cost of collection33

34 site operation;
(B) Tire collection at the household level;35
(C) Cost comparisons, advantages and disadvantages of36

various equipment, labor, volumes, and methods utilized to37
collect scrap tires from generators or stockpiles, including existing38
stockpiles, and to transport, recycle and process the tires; and39

(D) Other factors affecting the effective, economical operation40
of a statewide system within a reasonable financial framework that41

42 does not discourage its utilization;
43 (c) The best waste tire disposal process or application for

products derived from scrap tires including consideration of the44
45 following desirable characteristics:

(A) No adverse environmental impact;46
47 (B) Conservation of natural resources by recovery or
48 replacement of nonrenewable resources;
49 (C) Minimum adverse effect on established industries
50 consistent with reliable and ethical disposal objectives;
51 (D) Adaptability to widespread use with products having
52 commercial value in existing markets; and
53 (E) Competitive economics permitting minimum disposal fees
54 and little or no continuing public support;
55 (d) The types of public and private facilities that can utilize
56 waste tires as a fuel source, the cost of modification of existing
57 facilities, the cost of test burns, the feasibility of operating each
58 type of facility utilizing waste tires as a fuel source, and the
59 location of those facilities;
60 (e) Establishment of a regulatory system, including permitting
61 licensing and bonding of generators and haulers to prevent
62 stockpiling and its associated potential public liability and to
63 assure a reliable supply of waste tires for users
64 (f) Level of financial responsibility assurances needed from
65 collectors and processors in order to minimize potenth
66 liability for costs of clean up of deserted stockpile
67 (g) Establishment of a program where the Commonwealtl
68 would make waste tire recycling loans to finance processing c
69 waste tires, and waste tire recycling grants for studies n
70 to demonstrate the feasibility of proposed waste tire recycling
71 projects;
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72 (h) The feasibility of integrating or coordinating the
73 Commonwealth’s tire collection and recycling system and efforts
74 with other waste recycling programs.
75 (i) Alternative means of financing the waste tire program,
76 including relative contributions from state and local sources to
77 cover anticipated shortfalls in private financing.
78 Said Solid Waste Management Task Force shall work with the
79 special legislative commission on solid and hazardous waste
80 established under section four of chapter seven hundred and four
81 and section fifty-seven of chapter three hundred ninety-three of
82 the acts of nineteen hundred seventy-nine in carrying out the
83 duties set forth in this section. Said Task Force shall report to
84 the governor and the general court from time to time, but in no
85 case later than December 31, 1988, on its investigation and study,
86 together with its recommendations, recommended legislation, and
87 recommended appropriation, if any.
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